Vacation of the Brave Fact Sheet
Series Name: Vacations of the Brave
Tagline: Inspirational Americans. Unforgettable Journeys.
Series Synopsis: This fall Destination Canada, will inspire Americans from all walks of life with
a brand new series titled Vacations of the Brave. The travel docu-series follows Americans and
their travel companions on life-changing journeys in Canada filled with self-discovery,
connection and transformation. These notable Americans, who have made a positive difference
in their communities, set forth to experience Canada: the country’s incredible culture, food,
events, natural wonders and especially people. Join the journey as these travelers challenge
themselves and have a life-changing experience along the way when the series premieres on
Amazon Prime Video.
Premiere Date: Saturday, November 10, 2018
Platform: Amazon Prime Video
Director: Patrick Sisam
Executive Producers: Christian Horsfall, Brenda Surminski, Patrick Sisam
Series Trailer: View the trailer at vacationsofthebrave.com
Follow the Conversation: @exploreCanada on Twitter or via the hashtag
#VacationsOfTheBrave
Episode Guide:
Tom & Kalin – Dallas ice cream shop owner Tom and his star employee, Kalin, venture
to Ontario, Canada, where they freestyle in the Caribbean Carnival, hoop dance at a
First Nations powwow, explore underwater shipwrecks and come to a powerful
realization. Premieres
Angela & Autumn – Friends and fashion designers, Angela and Autumn, abandon the
familiarity of their urban world for the rugged beauty of Haida Gwaii, British Columbia. In
the shadow of towering, 1000-year-old cedar trees, the young women learn about the
true strength of their own spirit.
Eric & Corey – Eric and Corey, a transgender father and daughter travel from Southern
Michigan to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. There, they fish for lobster, call to seals,
dance a jig and, most importantly find the acceptance they are seeking.
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Mandy & Joe – Mandy Harvey came to prominence on America’s Got Talent as a
musician who lost her hearing at the age of 18. With her father, Joe, they leave the
Florida Gulf Coast behind to experience the lakes, pine trees and sky diving of Québec
on a journey that pushes the bounds of Mandy’s senses.
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